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Evolution of models

A self-organizing process
of forming effective models

and representations
of environment and self

Adaptation =
representing & modeling
the environment + acting

efficiently in it.

Evolution is nature's method
to develop, select and propagate

models of behavior without
top-down control.

"Phylogenetic evolution":
formation of a

Tree of Life.

"Ontogenetic evolution":
formation of cognitive

structures primed
by phylogenetic

structures.

Phylogenesis and ontogenesis
are different levels of
the same evolutionary

process.

Evolution of nested
hierarchies of models

via bootstrapping / progressive
determination

Universal Selection Theory, Antifragility & Guided Self-Organization

Universal Selection Theory
(D.T. Campbell):

1) Variation of behavior;
2) Consistent selection;

3) Propagation of success;

Antifragility principle (N. Taleb):
explains how a system grows

and thrives due to volatility, chaos,
noise and disorder.

Nested levels of selectors
progressively determining
"successfull" variation on

the next level (e.g. phylogeny,
ontogeny, psychology, etc.)
= a chain of Meta-System

Transitions

Entrepreneurship,
experimentation

and diversity

A viable path to AI:
of artificial environment for emergence

of nested structures of selectors

Essentially similar to the approach
of the Artificial Life (AILife),

which has limited success as yet
(unmanageable complexity)

Needed:
Artificial environment allowing emergence

of selectors with the ability to use
guided self-organization for priming the

evolution of structures with
"known" heuristics.

Guided Self-Organization:
1) Formulate desired outcomes (selectors);

2) Let system evolve towards them;
3) While adapting to unforeseen

circumstances;

Collective intelligence

Human society:
a collective intelligence

of all people

Brain:
a collective intelligence

of individual neurons

Ant colony:
a collective intelligence

of dumb insects

Intelligence is an
inherently

collective phenomena

Collective intelligence -
ability of a group to solve

more problems than individuals

Intelligence is a process

Principle of maximum
rationality (Newell)

Principle of "optimal"
rationality (Anderson)

Intelligence is
an 'objective' quantity

The only measure is a
partial order relationship:

worm < dog < human

[< - less/more intelligent]

All life forms are
"objectively" intelligent

in their own environment

Intelligence is a speed of
adaptation:

human is more intelligent
than a worm because it

can adapt faster in
an unknown environment.

Enaction

Intelligence = intelligent
behavior in an environment

Intelligent behavior
is "autonomous"

Interaction of agent
with environment is

crucial for intelligence /
cognition.

Identity / agency
required for being

autonomous

Emerges, through self-organization
in a Complex Adaptive System

Emerges
from "internal" and

"external" interactions

Agents are complex
adaptive systems

Complex adaptive
systems self-organize
vs. being designed.

Intelligence emerges
in an agent (as CAS) via

self-organization

Challenge Propagation Modeling Framework (Challprop)

Challprop:
Software implementation of a

complex adaptive system which
self-organizes when exposed to a

flow of external information.

Based on the foundations of
the mathematical model of the

Global Brain
(under development, F. Heylighen et al,

The Global Brain Institute, VUB)

A network of
heterogeneous agents

with primitive
information processing skills

Subjected to a random
flow of information

(situations)

Self-organizes into
weighted network with

more advanced processing
skills (= collective

intelligence)

Mixed Java / Groovy
environment

backed by
Aurelius Titan

distributed graph database
(http://titan.thinkaurelius.com/)

implemented on
Tinkerpop

open source graph stack
(http://www.tinkerpop.com/)

Scheduled date of the
first milestone release

(Apache 2 license):
June 20, 2013

(https://bitbucket.org/gbi/challprop)

Living in a text

A preliminary approach for testing
Cogmach in a subspace of a

'real' environment: a natural language text

Conceived to tackle a
classical problem of embodiment
of AI systems because of a need
for a very complex environment.

Robotics uses 'real'
reality as an environment

but adds a heavy
additional level of

complexity to the project.

Virtual reality is easier
to implement, but it:

1) lacks complexity needed
external validity.

Simulation modeling of
cognition for building a network

of concepts from a text

To be implemented on Challpop
(2013 - 2014)


